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ABSTRACT
During the early 1960's, an increasing number of

u.s.

industrial corporations moved into the world of public

affairs,

The trend had been evident for some time, but

·observers of the movement ~id not realize exactly how much
it was growing,
Examination of recent public affairs surveys conducted by the National Industrial Conference Board and
Effective Citizens Organization, Inc., has provided some
surprising answers to the extent of public affairs participation by business,

Of t·,033 U.S. ~orporations surveyed

by the NICB, 815 were found to have a public affairs function,
The grouping of the elements of public affairs
permits the development of two public affairs "models."
A "significant" public affairs program requires a written
statement of policy on public affairs.
The history of public affairs participation by
business is short, and can be thought of as an introduction
to the future.

Public affairs is appearing as a newly-

created function of management that is commanding the
attention of our top business leaders.

As the problems

of government and business become more complex, business
can no longer sit back in-satisfied complacency.
_affairs can be a productive industrial investment.
iii
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CHAPTER I
THE CHANG! NG CORPORA TI ON
Pertinent to this examination of the role of
public affairs among U.S. indus~rial corporations Is some
,discussion on the changing character of American business,
In the day-to-day industrial scene, it is hard to realize
what rea 11 y great changes have occurred in the corporation
in the past generation,
There have been many fundamental changes in our
whole way of doing business,

It has been demonstrated

that most corporations have learned we! I the methods of
advertising, promoting, an-d selling their products in
ever-increasing amounts.

Corporate organization, account-

ing and finance, production methods, and automation have
received their share of attention.

There have been changes

in management's attitude toward employees and stockholders,
Even more significant than these, however, is the consciousness of increased public responsibility of business.
Gradually, today's corporation has evolved into a social
as well as an economic institution. 1
Without losing sight of its primary function of
economic performance, the corporation has begun to concern
itself with ideals, activities, and responsibi Ii ties which
1Theodore C. Sore~son, "Public Obligations and the
Private Corpora ti on," Saturday Review, May 14, 1966, p. 24.

2

go beyond the profit motive,

These concerns are aimed

at improving the social, economic, and political environment within which the corporation, its employees, and
every citizen of this'nation lives, works, and hopes to
make progress,

The modern corporation is no longer expected

to confine itself strictly to economic Issues.

On the con-

trary, business is surpassing traditional concepts and
.policies towards a new definition of corporat~ citizenship, 1
Good corporate citizenship would seem to demand
that individuals and groups in American business develop
more consistent and practical interest in the functions of
government and politics at federal, state and local levels,
Business must learn the subtleties of government relations,
the complicated practices and procedures of legislative
bodies, and the extent of ·dur national and public problems.
Faced with these new responsibi lilies, many comp~nies have
developed, and become active in, public affairs.

Companies

getting involved in public affairs like to call their
involvement enlightened self-interest,
The purpose of this paper is to determine why businessmen are involved in public affairs, to examine some areas
of activity in publi~ affairs, to discuss some problems of
public affairs deemed critical by chief executives, and to
reach some conclusions about public affairs and its future,
1

"Business Sees New Horizons," America, July 30,
1966, p, I 08.
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Pub I i c Affairs Defined
The origin of the term "public affairs" is not
clear, but it came into use as we know it about 12 years
ago, I

The expression has been used by many people in the

business community and government to encompass a multitude
of ideas and programs,

Some identify public affairs with

political action or government relations,
the influencing of legislation,

Others include

It sometimes is used

synonymously with the term "public relations,"

The con-

clusion to be made is that there is a lack of unanimity as
to the meaning of public affairs,
Since the early 1950 1 s a number of definitions have
been offered, 2 According to one, it is a euphemism for
the development of politi.c.al awareness and understanding
among members of the business community,

Another definition

includes a broad description of everything outside a company's own operations that affects the social and economic
environment in which· those operations are conducted,
Finally, there is the cryptic statement that "public affairs"
is what every business should stay out of; they should
attend strictly to the business at hand.

None of these

statements can be considered true definitions, for they
lack depth and refinement.

One of the few things that can

1National Industrial Conference Board, Broadening
the Dimensions of Public Affairs, Public Affairs Conference
Report No, 3 (New York, Apri I 15, 1965), p. 9, Cited
hereafter as PACR No, 3,
2

PACR No. 3, p, 49,
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be said at thi~ point is that public affairs Is not public
relations nor is it industrial relations, although activities in these two areas could significantly influence the
effectiveness of a c~rporate public affairs program. 1
In recognition of the increasing extent to which
public affairs is becoming a major management responslbi llty,
the National Industrial Conference Board created a Division
•of Public Affairs Research_ in 1964.· The officers of the
Division have carefully defined public affairs as fol lows:
Public affairs in the broadest sense consists of
a significant and substantial concern by individuals, by labor, by foundations, and by other
private institutions in the social, economic, and
governmental processes that singly or through
interaction shape and determine the environment
within which the free enterprise system exists
domestically and international ly,2
In accord with this defin~{ion, the NICB is studying public
affairs on a wide and continuing basis.

There appears to be

some similarity between the NICB definition and the newlyestablished role of the corporation in the citizenship of
our nation,
In order to reduce this definition to practical programs, the MICB recently conducted a survey of over one
thousand U,8, corporations, the largest sampling ever taken
on the subject of public affairs.

A majority of the cor-

porate executives responding to the survey reported using
1wi I lard V. Merri hue, "A Pub lie Affairs Program for
Your Business," (unpublished report, U.S. Chamber of Commerce, October 11, 1966),p, 2,
2

H, Bruce Palmer, PACR No. 3, p, 9,

5

the term broadly to embrace pollttcal and economic education of their employees, participation in government,
knowledge of public issues, contributions to and partici1
pation in community affairs, and corporate philanthropy.
Public affairs~ then, is the term used more than any
other to describe what companies are doing about such
diverse activities as economic education, political educa, tion, and obtaining information and facts on legislative
proposals.

(See Appendix A,)

The concept that public

affairs are not exclusively governmental affairs is a key
to understanding the use and application of the term,
In this connection, public affairs would be incomplete without acknowledging that labor unions have been
active politically through ,a number of affiliated groups.
Perhaps the best known is' the Committee on Political
Education of AFL-CIO,

In addition, other organizations,

associations, and institutions are fully engaged in meeting
the challenge of public affairs.

Some of these organiza-

tions are:
I.

American Management Association

2.

Bureau of National Affairs, Inc.

3,

National ·Association of Manufacturers

4.

Public Affairs Committee, Inc.

5,

Public Affairs Institute

6.

U.S. Departm~nt of Commerce
Office of Public Affairs

1charles M. Darlin~ III and Thomas J, Diviney,
"Business in Public Affairs Today," The Conference Board
Record, May, 1966, p. 7,

, CHAPTER II
THE RISE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS
It is only in _recent years that industrial corporations began to develop any degree of sophistication in
public affairs comparable to what they had been doing in
other areas of corporate citizenship, such as public relations and corporate philanthropy.

"Public affairs is today

where public relations was 25 years ago," says Richard A,
Armstrong, executive director of the Effective Citizens
Organization, a group of corporate public affairs officers
based In Washington, o.c. 1 That is to say, 25 years ago,
public relations had not been accepted by the entire
business community as a necessary function or operation.
Public affairs is in a s·imi lar situation today, although
there are signs of growing interest during the past decade.
Before explorfng that interest, one must examine
the motives that prompted businessmen to get involved in
public affairs.

One must look back to the origins of our

nation, for several of the forces at work today took shape
in Colonial America,

From the very beginning, in those

days surrounding the Declaration of Independence, the
interests of buslness and government were interwoven.

'"Playing a Civic. Role," Business Week, April 30,
1966, p. I 00.
6
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A careful analysis of history reveals that business considerations helped trigger the Revolution, and were in
the minds of those who drafted the Articles of Confederation and the Constitution.

There is, therefore, historical

as well as logical Justification for businessmen taking a
serious interest In government, particularly those matters
which directly affect business.

The present interest of

,business in politics and government is not something new,
but rather a sudden excitement in a very old association,
A second point to remember is that from the earliest
days of our country, there has been a distrust of concentrated power,

This is clearly evident in the subordination of

our military strength, and the system of checks and balances
bu i It into our gov er nmenta 1. structure.

The a ppr eh ens ion of

the general public over business monopolies led to the
curbing of these ixcesses in business, beginning with the
passage of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act in 1891,

Industry

had been allowed to grow until too much power had accumulated
in too few hands.

The federal government was then compel led

to disperse this power and to establish certain controls to
prevent further abuses.
The early years of this century saw a rapid increase
in the power of organized labor.

In asimilar manner,

abuses of this power led to corrective laws and controls.
History seems to indicate that the people are the
ultimate source of power, and that they do not favor al lowing any one segment of our society to become too strong,
In succession, they have curbed business and labor.

8

The 19~0's provided the real impetus for the rise of
public affairs in the form we find it today. 1 Historically,
business institutions have delegated the solution of their
'
political and legislative
problems to lobbyists and trade

associations.

In addition, business has relied upon lawyers

to represent them before the courts and government agencies,
and public relations departments to maintain a satisfactory
image with the public.

I~ other words, the leaders of the

business world themselves did not become directly involved
in those areas where they might have had a great deal of
influence.
During the 1930's, the federal government began to
move very rapidly to regulate business, and to become a
very active, but often silent, partner in more and more
..
management decisions. Slowly, the business community
realized that the decisions the government helped to make
were politically rather than economically oriented and
were not necessari I y based on sound business practices.
Thus, because of the increasing impact of government
actions on business decisions, and the pronounced Influence
of organized labor on political affairs, businessmen became
Interested in pub Ii~ affairs. 2
Two other events deserve attention In establishing
the rise of public affairs.

The first is a smal I meeting

1charles R. Barr, "Public Affairs--How It Started
and Where It Is," an address presented to the Indiana State
Chamber of Commerce, March 10, 1966, included in the Congressional Record, March·21, 1966, at the request of the
Hon. Edward J. Derwinskl of Illinois, p, I.
2 Barr, p. I.
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held in Denver, Colorado, in 1952,

A group of energetic

young men found affirmative answers to questions on the
responsibilities of businessmen to form and guide the
society in which we al I live.

Meetings and discussions in

the months that fol lowed led to the Incorporation of the
Effective Citizens Organization.

This organization, more

than any other, laid the foundation for the public affairs
movement • 1
The second event is the 1958 Congressional elections,
Its effects on the business community were similar to those
of Russia's Sputnik on our military and educational institutions.

The cause for alarm was the belief among business

leaders that labor's victory at the polls marked a turning
point away from more conse~vatlve economic policies of previous years,2

Some worried that the 1958 elections fore-

shadowed the time when industry might be unable to speak
out in defense of its views, or would be speaking to men
whose political power was hostile and alien to business.
As a result, more and more businessmen b,egan to
consider what they might do to preserve a sense of balance,
and prevent the destruction of a free-enterprise, profitmotivated business jtructure.

Their answer lay In parti-

cipation In public affairs.
1Thomas

J. Diviney, "Public Affairs In Business:
A Prologue," The Conference Board Record, Apri I, 1966,
p. 25.
2 John s. Sinclair, "Foreword," The Conference
Recorder (National Indusfrial Conference Board, 1961),
p.

4.

, CHAPTER I I I
PUBLIC.AFFAIRS INVOLVEMENT
There are four major segments of society which are
concerned with public affairs.

Oftentimes they seem to

overlap, but generally they retain their respective identities.

The segments are:

(I) the business or private

sector, (2) the government sector, (3) the general public,
cal led the public sector, and (4) the independent sector,
which includes certain social institutions, churches,
organized labor, foundations, and others.

The relation-

ships between these sectors are constantly changing.

The

growing involvement of government in business activities
is steadily distorting the traditional border line between
the private and public sectors. 1
To what extent are businessmen involved in public
affairs?

What are the elements of public affairs?

To

answer these questions it is necessary to first examine
the numbers of companies that have established formal public affairs programs.

The public affairs position of business today has
impressive .strength.

But, in the early 1950 1 s businessmen

and politicians alike looked upon this movement with
1H. Bruce Palmer, Why Public Affairs, a pamphlet
prepared by the National Association of Manufacturers,

n.d., p. 3.
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misgivings,

An early failure of a public affairs program
created an ''I lold you ~o" attitude. 1 One company Initiated

such a program, but soon discovered major defects.

The

program contained a s,trong anti labor bias, and sought to
use Its employees to gather certain information on the
activities of public officials,
and intense.

The results were immediate

Public reaction. forced the company to abandon

the program in favor of another with different objectives,
The effect of this experience shook the confidence of those
forces which sought to introduce public affairs as a method
of counter-balancing the growing impingement of government
in business activities.
There were probably no more than

a

dozen companies

with a formal public affairs program in the beginning,
Studies by the Effective ..
Citizens Organization show that
less than 100 had public affairs programs by 1960, 2 By

1963, nearly 300 companies had set up a formal program.
Today, there are approximately 500 involved on a ful I-time
basis. 3
Confirmation of this trend is provided by the
National Industrial Conference Board study, 4

This study,

1Diviney, Th~ Conference Board Record, p. 25,
2
Public Affairs Survey, published June, 1965, by
the Effective Citizens Organization, Inc.
3 Letter from Raymond L. Hoewing, Director of Public
Affairs, Effective Citizens Organization, Inc., Washington,
D.c., October 13, 1966,
4 This study of 1,033 companies in the U.S. with
more than 500 employees was completed in 1966. The purpose of the study was to determine the nature and extent
of public affairs. For complete results of the study, see
Darling and Diviney, The Conference Board Record, May, 1966.
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more than any ~ther, reveals the strengths and weaknesses
of public affairs in business.
Two interesting statistics describe the extent of
corporate involvemeni in public affairs.

Of the 1,033

companies surveyed, 815 were determined to have a public
affairs function.

This figure includes both manufacturing

and nonmanufacturing firms,
,the two types a,f firms.

Involvement differs between

There is evidence of more public

affairs activity among nonmanufacturing firms.

Of 682

manufacturing firms responding to the survey, 75% are
involved; whereas, of 351 nonmanufacturing firms responding,
88% are involved.
The study also revealed that company size is not
an indicator of involvement in publi~ affairs.

Of the

companies surveyed, 134 were small firms based on the number
of employees (500-999), 496 were medium (1000-4999), and
403 were large (5000 or more employees).

The percentage

figures of small and medium size firms having public affairs
activity are 75 and 74% respectively.

For large firms, the

figure is 86%.
On the basis of the answers given to the questions
"What are you doing?" and "What have you done?," the NICB
was able to construct two groups of activity or "models."
The first group identifies those companies havin~ a "slg~
nificant" public affairs function.
those with a "recognizable" program.

The other identifies
When these criteria

are applied to the 815 companies having a public affairs
function, 309 have a "significant" program, and 506 have
a "recognizable'' one.

13

Model A~ A Significant Program
(Any four of the fol lowing)
I.

Legislative re_lations.

2.

Formal or informal political education, and
efforts to promote employee participation.

3.

Instruction in economics.

4.

Contributions to and participation in community
affairs.

5.

A written statement of policy on public affairs.

~ode! 8 - A Recognizable Program
(Any three of the fol lowing)
I.

Legislative relations,

2,

Formal or informal political education, and
efforts to promote employee participation.

3.

Instruction in economics.

4.

Contributions.to and participation in community
affairs.

14

In grouping public affairs activities Into "models,"
the principal elements of a public affairs program have
been described,

The use of these groupings permit the

identification of companies with just the bare essentials of
a public affairs program, and those with a more significant
and well-balanced program,
But there Is one very important feature missing.
That feature is the appointment of an officer on a ful I-time
basis within the corporate structure to carry out the responsibi llties.

To Model A, then, should be added this sixth

point in order for a company to have a significant program,
Model B does not require this point to have a recognizable
program, since It is possible to operate such a program on
a part-time basis.

Good sense would dictate that an indi-

vidual be made responsible-for the program, however.
The Effective Citizens Organization includes essentially the same elements In its definition of a public
affairs program, but with several dlfferences.

1

The most important difference is that the appointment
of a responsible officer within a corporation on either a
full or part-time basis to carry out the program is a necessity, not merely desirable.

A second difference is the

emphasis placed upon communication between the management
level of a company and its employees concerning political
and governmental issues.

There Is increasing evidence of

keeping employees informed on Issues of importance to the
IH oew1ng,
.

Joe. cit., October 13, 1966.
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company through such media as employee new letters,
training courses, management bulletins, and other techniques.1
Legislative Relations
Another important measure of corporate involvement
in public affairs is the concern and attention given to
legislative and governmental relations.

Business has

greatly Increased its attention to this matter, and the
effort is spread across the whole spectrum of local, state,
and federal government.

(See Appendix A.)

Companies employ diverse methods to keep abreast of
current legislative developments.
mentioned is the trade association.

The most frequently
Internal conferences

are conducted where public.issues are described, and the
pros and cons of proposed legislation closely examined.
Information is provided to management staffs and employees
alike through company communications media.

According to

the NICB public affairs survey, a majority of the companies
responding are satisfied with efforts to keep up with the
state of governmental affairs.
Yet, much of the time, effort, and money that
business devotes to governmental and legislative affairs
is narrowly applied. 2

Most of it is spent fi I ling out

1Public Affairs Survey, Effective Citizens Organization, 1965.
2 Thomas s. Gates, "Business and Government," an
address presentid to the Edison Electric Institute, June 6,
1966, included in The Congressional Record, August 22, 1966,
. at the request of the Hon. Robert F. Ellsworth of Kansas,
P•

I•
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questionnaires, forms, and reacting to proposals that
affect a particular business or industry,
,_

',

usually too late,

To react is

Positions taken by legislators have by

then jelled, or are beyond compromise.

A policy of

reacting is to always be on the defensive,

Witness the

federal regulations recently established by Congress on
auto safety,

Automobile manufacturers were put in a posi-

,tion of reacting to government as a result of severe
criticism of their efforts to improve auto safety.

Clearly,

a strong case can be made for saying that the auto industry
failed in this area of public affairs, and has provided
another example of government intervention in the activities
.
I
of b us1ness.

Another example is the continuing debate on water
and air pollution.

Despite increased sums of money being

spent to control pollution, industry remains the chief
culprit.

It is dumping more pollutants into the air than

It is removing. 2

Business has two alternatives.

Either

it voluntarily implements effective pollution control
measures, or such actions wi 11 be spelled out by Congressional legislation.
It is one thing to be knowledgeable on public
issues, but another to stand up and speak out.

Almost 66%

of the companies responding to the NICB survey speak up
1

Dan Cordtz, ''The Face in the Mirror at General
Motors, Fortune, August, 1966, p. 117,
2 sylvia Porter, "Cost of Anti-Pollution Fight to
Double by '70," Minneapolis Tribune, March 30, 1967, p. II.
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on a regular basrs to officials at the state and national
levels.I

But the degree to which companies communicate

with legislators seems to be in direct proportion to the
importance of an issue to the company.

For example, when

a representative of General Foods Corporation testified on
the "Truth-in-Packag_ing" bl 11 In Congress last summer, a
copy of his statement was mailed to some 2,600 managerial
employees so that they might be better able to express
their views to their Congressmen if they wlshed. 2
Another example is the increased communication of
Abbott Laboratories of Chicago, Illinois, with government
officials since the beginning of the Kefauver investigation
of the drug industry.3
A general lack of communication between businessmen and government officl.als at al I levels, especially on
an informal basis, Is one of the major factors inhibiting
the participation of business in public affairs.

It may

be that the acquisition and dissemination of accurate and
timely information about government activities to the
business community is one of the areas requiring the most
attention and improvement. 4

p. 9.

1Darling and Diviney, The Conference Board Record,

2 Letter from Richard A. Aszling, Director, Public
Relations Department, General Foods Corporation, October I I,
1966.
3 Letter from Thomas A. Craig, Public Relations
Department, Abbott Laboratories, November 21, 1966.
4 Letter from Wi I liam N. Stoltze, Assistant Director,
.
Public Affairs Department, National Association of Manufacturers, January 11, 1967.
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· All of this emphasizes the need for business to
have a constructive working relationship with government,
There must be open lines of communication, and there must
be

mutual respect,

The days of leaving governmental

affairs to the lawyers and lobbyists are over.
Politic.al Activity
More and more businessmen seem to see themselves
'and their companies as obligated to act in the public
interest.

Accordingly, they have been quick to become

personally involved in political activities.
dix A,)
vote."

(See Appen-

Some take part in party campaigns to "get out the
Some hold public office,

One company proudly

counted in its 1966 annual report 15 mayors, 58 councilmen,
68 school board members, I I' tax asses.sors, and one state
assemblyman within its ra~ks. 1 Others leave business for
awhile to work for government and its various agencies.
Some serve on committees, or are officers of trade associations and other orga~izations that represent business in
dealing with government.

More than 50% of the companies

surveyed by the NICB offer some form of political education
to their employees. 2 The most common practice is to offer
formal instruction through meetings and seminars using one
of. the established courses in practical politics, such as
that produced by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the National
1Annual Report, New Jersey Bell Telephone Company,
December 31, 1966.
2 oarling ind Divin~y, The Conference Board Record,
p. IO,
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Association of.Manufacturers, or others,

Not surprisingly,

labor unions have become more politically active through
the Committee of Political Education of the AFL-CIO,
'
What about corporate
policies concerning employees

and political involve~ent?

A majority of the companies in

the NICB survey have a neutral attitude regarding the
holding of public office by employees.

Even more signifi-

·cant, however, is that the .number of companies which do not
permit employees to hold a public office are less than 5% ·
of the 1,033 surveyed.
Companies which urge employees to enter politics
usually do so in the interest of promoting good citizenshi p. 1 They also probably hope that it wi 11 add to the
corporate image.

But employee activity can backfire and be

embarrassing to the company as well as the employee.

There

is always an element of risk, and management dreads the

thought of an employee becoming the center of a political
controversy.

Companies are careful to avoid conflict-of-

interest charges or implied corporate support for whatever
their employee office-holders represent, 2 There is the
danger that enthusiastic amateurs wi II make mistakes that
wi II give the whole idea of businessmen in politics a bad
name.

1Everett Groceclose, "Company Politicians," Wal
Street Journal, March 21, 1967, p, I.
2 Groceclose, loc. c-it.

I
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But employee activity can backfire and be

embarrassing to the company as well as the employee.

There

is always an element of risk, and management dreads the
thought of an employee becoming the center of a political
controversy.

Companies are careful to avoid conflict-of-

interest charges or implied corporate support for whatever
their employee office-holders represent. 2 There is the
danger that enthusiastic amateurs wi II make mistakes that
will give the whole idea of businessmen in politics a bad
nameo

1Everett Groceclose, "Company Politicians," Wal
Street Journal, March 21, 1967, p. I.
2 Groceclose, loc, cit,
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Economic Education
It seems that an understanding of the American
capitalistic system is necessary to intelligent political
activity on the part ~f employee and private citizen alike.
Therefore, a number of companies have opened an economic
education program to management and hourly employees,

u.s.

The

Chamber of Commerce and the National Association of

Manufacturers produce workshop materials for economic discussion groups.

But the majority of companies involved in

this activity use a company-developed course to serve their
own needs. 1
The need for this activity as part of a public
affairs program seems to stem from a certain amount of
criticism about business' lack of success in selling the
story of the free enterpr~ae system.

Some of the most

critical opinions come from the affluent 22% of our working
population earning over $10,000 per year,

This group has

less confidence that our free enterprise system wi I I continue to deliver on ~erformance, and approves of present
government regulations of business. 2
Community Affairs
Community affairs is enlightened self-interest at
the local level,

Activities at this level include (I)

1Public Affairs Survey, Effective Citizens Organization, Inc., p. 4.
2 Louis Harris, "What the Public and College Seniors
Think About American Business," Natiorial Industrial Conference Board, Public Affairs in National Focus, Public Affairs
Conference Report No. 5 (New York, Apri I 21, 1966), p. 28.
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financial contributions, (2) lending of personnel, space,
and equipment for community projects, and (3) personal
parti~ipatton of businessmen in the programs of the community,

Efforts with regard to number three are observed

In health and welfare organizations, church, cultural, and
civic improvement groups.

Certain political activities

such as fund-raising drives, and volunteer party work might
also be considered community affairs.
It is probably difficult to establish the extent of
corporate public affairs Involvement at the community level,
In a statistical sense, over 90% of the companies responding
to the NICB survey reported as participating In community
affairs. I
The four activities just described comprise the substance of public affairs.·. Public affairs has come a long
way since its inception,
problems to overcome.

But there are sti II some major

Public affairs appears almost through

the pioneering stage, and ready to play a key role in the
development of a befter understanding of the government in
which we live,

loarling and· Diviney, The Conference Board Record,
p. 13,

CHAPTER IV
PUBLIC. AFFAIRS PROBLEMS

A corporation_ facing up to the challenge of public
affairs must be responsible and prudent in its actions,
By their action or inaction, more companies are realizing
that they are able to influence the environment in which
they live and conduct their business.

But they do not

always achieve expected results from their action.

There

are several factors which decrease the effectiveness of
public affairs participation by business.
In order to determine some of the problems and
difficulties which confront companies that have entered,
or are about to enter, pub Ii c affairs, information was
requested from 22 selected industrial corporations and 12
selected professional organizations known to have an interest
in public affairs.

'(See Appendix B for a complete list of

corporations and professional organizations.)
done to:

This was

(I) determine the factors that inhibit public

affairs participation by business, and (2) bring to light
the area (or areas) of public affairs that requires, or is
given, the most attention.
It was quickly discovered that the problems encountered in entering public affairs varied, depending upon the
objectives of a company's program,
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In

al I cases, the
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emphasis given a certain problem depends upon the point of
view of the person or organization to whom one Is talking,
The conclusion to be reached is that there is little con' . area,
sensus of opinion in this

Analysis of the various problem areas reveal the
following major difficulties facing the development of
public affairs:
I.

A lack of suita~le, qualified personnel,

2.

The reluctance of business to initiate new and
untested programs.

A para I lei could be drawn

between public affairs today and public relations in the 1920's, when a large number of
companies were not convinced of the importance
of a public relations prog:am.
3,

The fear of cr(ticism from politicians, customers, labor unions, and stockholders.

Top

management people were concerned lest their
motives be misunderstood,

Many thought that

entry into public affairs would make every
employee a politician or lobbyist, thus Introducing amateur effort into highly sensitive
areas,

Also, there is the question of how to

permit supervisory employees to participate
without detracting from their primary job
responsibilities.

Another question that might

be raised in this area concerns the reaction
of stockholders, and the implication that there
Is a conflict between a corporation's social

and economic respons i bi Ii ti es to its stockho I ders, 1
4,

A general misunderstanding of what is Involved
in a public affairs program.
'

5,

Difficulty in justifying public affairs from
a dollar and cents point of view,

6.

Inadequate knowledge of the workings of government at al I levels,

7,

A lack of communication between businessmen
and government officials.

All of these problems are present to a greater or
lesser degree among those companies participating in public affairs,

The order in which they are listed does not

suggest a degree of priority or impo~tance.
Already, there is.serious evidence that a sound,
properly-functioning public affairs program can have a
direct, as wel I as indirect, effect on profitability,

In

a limited, informal pol I taken of some of the country's
better known businesses, a $21 mi I lion cost savings was
reported as direct result of the public affairs efforts
of the companies involved. 2

1George Champion, "Private Enterprise and Public
.
Responsibility in a Free Economy," an address at the 18th
Annual Business Conference, Rutgers University, March 24,
1966, p. 12.
2

Thomas R, Reid, "Does Public Affairs Pay Dividends?"
a speech presented to the American Iron and Steel Institute,
January 14, 1965, in New.York City,

. if
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There are those who are beginning to say that the
major goal of public affairs ought to be the reduction of
costs, and that the program be justified in terms of its
'

contribution to continuing profitability, even though it
may not be possible to measure precisely the money saved
by business public affairs programs. 1
The increasing numbers of companies entering public
affairs indicates that fear of criticism and misunderstanding are befng dispelled.

Business can exercise

constructive leadership by applying its ideas and actions
to this public affairs problem.

There seem to be two fac-

tors necessary for individual firms to use in resolving
thl~, and other, public affairs problems.
The first one is concentration.

Business should

focus on those problems to which they can bring special
expertise, rather than spread themselves so thin that the
Impact of public affairs would be negligible.

An indi-

vidual company should start with a project that is practical
for the business, and bui Id on that base.
The second is personal involvement.

Businesses,

large and smal I, should do everything possible to encourage
more and more of their people to participate in community
and political activities.

The businessman's personal

involvement in activities of this kind are more important
now that government has become our largest "growth industry."
1Thomas R. Reid, "Jhe Better Way for Chambers of
Commerce," an address to the American Association of Chamber
of Commerce Executives, Atlanta, Georgia, October 29, 1963.
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ground rules for the solutions to these problems
need some defining,

If businessmen fai

I

to contri-

te the solution, it wi 11 leave a void that wi 11 be
by government •.
As troubled as the relations between business and
government sometimes are, .this situation need not deteriorOne of the positive actions that might be
improve relations. is for industry to offer the
services of top management people to assist on important
government committees. 1 The point to be made is that there
is a need for improved communication and understanding,
This point seems to be a basic tenet of public affairs,
and suggests that the single greatest problem is the lack
of adequate communication,'

One area of public affairs seems to receive more
attention than any other.

This depends a great deal upon

the character and attitude of those companies participating
in public affairs,

!he implication of current information

on the subject of public affairs seems to be that legislative and regulatory activity of the federal government
is the area receiving most attention.

1

Edwin E, Dowell, "The Crisis in Communications,"
Pub Ii c Re lat ions Journal, March, 1963, p. 8.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
The responsibility of leadership in the free world
has, to a great degree, been placed upon the United States,
and ~erhaps more directly on the American businessman,
Our economy is one in which the businessman played a large
part in creating,

Our industrial system has withstood the

eye of world scrutiny.

Americans, by their methods of

production, have developed the highest standard of living
enjoyed anywhere in the world,

While continuing to meet

day-to-day cha I lenges, American business may we! I face its
greatest cha I lenge in the-years to come in the field of
public affairs.

That cha! lenge is the preservation of the

freedom of management to make the decisions in business
that wi I I continue to al low the United States to enjoy the
highest standard of living.
American business today has entered an era of new
dimensions in its relationships and responsibilities toward
communities, employ~es, and governments.

It is important

that business grasp the importance of the changes taking
place, so that it may conduct its affairs Intel Ii gently.
It is difficult to predict the future of public
affairs because it is such a broad area covering many
aspects of business-government relat!ons.

The concept of

a separate public affairs function for business is
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relatively new, although the association of business and
government is as old as the history of our nation,

If the

public affairs movement is going to succeed, it must have
substantial support from the business community.
One of the keys to the future of public affairs is
the development of a longer-range perspective. 1

Those

participating In this field need to look beyond the detai Is
and problems of administering employee educational programs
and legislative crises to thinking about longer-range public problems.

They need to be thinking about what the

business community can do to help solve these problems, and
how governmental and political pressures can be eased.
Better estimates of political situations that may affect
the plans and activities

of

business are needed.

Some specific items which should occur in the next
few years include an emerging concensus as to the meaning
of public affairs.

Public affairs is appearing as a newly-

created function of management that is commanding the attention of our top business leaders.
Another item is that public affairs wi II be expanded
to reach more people.

To date, public affairs activities
have been aimed tod exclusively at middle management. 2
The most significant conclusion, however, Is that
business is developing a new stance towards the problems
of our nation.

Business wi I I play a greater part In

1Hoewing, loc, cit., October 13, 1966,
2

Barr, p. 2.
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setting the moral tone of our economy.

The social respon-

sibi Ii ties of business wl 11 become inseparable from its
economic function.

To retain public confidence in the

years ahead, business.must demonstrate that it has the
resources, intelligence, vigor, and the wi 11 to meet its
obligations in a free economy, and develop practical
solutions to public problems.
public affairs:
'

That demonstration wi 11 be

an important responsibility of management.
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ECONOIVHC t:;DUCATION
IN A SMALL BUSINESS

IN A MGDIUM-BIZG: BUS!Nt:.:'.SS

IN A LARGE BUSINESS
(Single or mu/11-p/anl operal/onJ

EMPLOYEE
OPII/ION
SURVEYS

To determine emp!:yees' attitudes toward-and information
about-your busir.ess and our economic system. An
economic educatirn program can be iai/ored to correct
misinformation ant misunderstanding revealed in survey.
Report survey results to employees. Standard questionnaires available from National Chamber and other

organizations.

PU8UCAT10i1S

Mimeographed newsletters, management bulletir1s, etc., to
ccimrnunit<ife infom,;titJn ~boui the operation of your busi,
ness. May be ma~ed to employees' homes.

EMPLOYEE

Employer can talk informally with employees to communicate information and facts abol!t the operation of his
business. When possible, relate to employee's interest and
job security.

MEETIIIGS

To determine employees' attifodes toward-an~ information
aboot-yol!r bt1siness and ol!r · economic system. An
economic cdl!cation program can be tailored to correct
misinformation and misunderstanding revealed in survey.
Report st1rvey results to einp!oyces. Standard question·
nairn can be used or one tailored speciHcally to your
business.

From the employer on appropriate matters about the
operation of his b.11Siness and our economic system. Send
to employees' ho~s.

WPlOYEE Mimeographed
1\:('.lUAL
RlrC?.l

and sent to employees' homes. Or discum:d at an emµoyee meeting or dinner meeting (with

ernpiCij'Ces' wives or husbands present, if possible}.

·---~----

-

tion about-yollr business tind our economic system. An
economic education program can be tailored to correct
misinformation and misunderstanding revealed in survey.
Report survey results to employees. Standard question·
naire can be used or one tailored specifically to your
business.,

R:::gt!!ar!y schci!uted cmproyee ptHification er newsletter t~
cp;;inHrnicato inf!lrm11t!on abatJt Hie operation af your ~usi·
11ess and al!r economic system. Aiso man;:igernent news·
letters or bulletins. May bf: mailed to employees' homes.

Regularly scheduled ernp!oyee pu!JJic;i!ion to comm~nicate
information about the operation of your business and ol!r
economic system, Management bul!etins, newsletters, etc.
Special publications for particular purposes. May be mailed
to employees' homes.

Periodically, on eompany time. Regular basis, if possible.

Periodically, on company time. Regular basis, if possible.
President or top executive should participate whenever
possible. When possible, relate to employee's interest and
job security. Allow questions and answers. Special meet·
ings may be held for supervisors and various levels of
management.

President or top executive should participate whenever
possible. 1/lien possible, telate to employee's interest and
job security. Allow questions and answers. Special meet·
ings may be held for supervisors and various levels of

r.rnnagement

LETTERS

To determine ·employees' atiitudes toward---and informa·

from the president or other top executive on appropriate
mJUers about the operation of your business and our
eco1rnmic system. Send to employees' homes.

From the president or other top executive on appropriate
matters ~bout the operation of your bl!siness and our
economic system. Send to employees' homes.

Wmogrophed or printed. Illustrate, if possible. Send to
r.mployces' homes so husbands and wives can read and
discuss. Catt be incll!ded in employee publication.

Use graphs, charts and ·other visuals. Send lo employees'
homes so husbands and wives can read and disrnss. Can
be included in employee publication.

r

I!

e'crlMffifC -system. M-a-nag'einent bulletins, newsletters, etc.
Special publications for particular purposes. May be mailed
to employees' homes.

fMPlOYEf
MEETINGS

Employer can ta!l informally with employees to commU·

nicate information and facts about the operation of his
business. ·when pcssib/e, relate to employee's interest and
job security.

Pcriodica!!y, on company time. Regular basis, if possible.
President or top executive should participate whenever
possible. When possible, relate to employee's interest and
job security. Allow questions and answers. Special meetings may be hetd for supervisors and various levels of
m.:rn;:igemcnt

LETTERS

From the employer on appropriate matters about the
operation of his b.11Siness and our economic system. Send
to· employees' horres.

from the president or other top executive on appropriate
m3tfers about the operation of your business and our

economic system. Send to employees' homes.

EMPLOYEE
ANIIUAL
RlPQRT

cussed at an employee meeting or dinnei meeting {with

r.iim~ngra~hed or printed. Illustrate, if possible. Send to
em~foyees' homes so husbamls and wives can read and

employees' wives or husbands present, if possible).

discuss. Can be included in employee publication.

TOURS

lrivite 'families of employees to 11open house" so they can

Invite families of employees to '.'op.an house" so they can
see where breadwinner works and what he does. Plan
program to include information about the operation of ycur
business. Prnsictent or other top executive makes brief,
appropriate remarks. Refreshments. A!so participate in

Mimeographed and sent to employees' homes. Or dis-

see where breadwinner works and what he does. Employer
makes brief, appropriate remarks. Refreshments. Also
participate in Business-Education Day if sponsored by
local chamber of commerce.

BULlETIN

BOARDS

Periodically, "On company time. Regular basis, if possib1e.
President or top executive should participate whenever
possible. When possible, relate to employee's interest and
job security. Allow questions and answers. Special meet·
ings may be held for supervisors and various levels of
management.
From the president or other top executive on appropriate
matters about the operation of your business and our
economic sj'stem. Send to employees' homes.
Use graphs,· charts and· other visuals. Send to employees'
homes so husbands and wives can read and discuss. Can
be included in employee publication.
,

I

Plant tours -an~d~"9-pe-n-.-h,-u-se-s'-'_fo_r_e_m_p-lo-ye-es-a-nd-th-e-ir-'------~

Business-Education Day if sponsored by local chamber of
commerce.

families, students, community groups, community opinion
leaders, etc. Plan program to include information about
the operation of your business. Top executive officer
makes brief, appropriate remarks. Refreshments. Also
participate in Business-Education Day if sponsored by local
chamber of commerce.

Appropriate information about the operation of your business.

Appropriate information about the cperation of your bus!·
ness.

Appropriate information about the operation of your busi·
ness.

Groups of 16-20 employees meet regularly (usually once a
week for 1-2 hours) with a discussion leader. To develop
a better understanding of the operation of business and
our private, competitive enterprise economy. Courses
available from the National Chamber include Freedom vs.
Communism: The Economics of Survival and The American
Competitive Enterprise Economy. Other courses available
from other organizations.

Groups of 16-20 employees meet regularly (usually once a
week for 1-2 hours) with a discussion leader. To develop
a better understanding of the oµcration of business and
our private, comp[!titive enterprise e.conomy. C~urses
available from the National Chamber include freed1Jm vs.
Communism: The Econ!lmics of Survival and The American
Competitive Enterprise Economy. Other courses available
from other organizations. In adllition, course may be de·
veloped by qualified staff people tailored to the economic
education requireme11ts of your h::siness.

Groups of 16·20 employees meet regularly (usually once a
week for 1-2 hours) with a discussion leader. To develop
a better understanding of the operation of business and
our private, competitive enterprise economy. Courses avail·
able from the National Chamber include Freedom vs.
Communism: The foJnomics of Survival and The American
Competitive Enterprise Economy. Other courses available
from other organizations. In addition, co·urses may be
developed by qualified staff people tailored to the economic
education requireme:1ts of your business.

Approprlate fi!ms· and slides pres?ntations can be shuwn
dt1ring 1i,11ch brl!aks or at other limes.

Appropriate films and slide presentations can be show~
duriug lunch breaks or at other tirr;~s. Can be used in
employee meetinzs rr sti~r.rvhory training programs. A!so
used durlr.g "or,.-·n. house". C;rn he loaned to schauls,
church groups, civic clu~s anf other community organiza.
tions.

Appropriate .films and slide p1c-1en!at1ofls can be Ji1own
during lunch breaks or at other times Can be used in
employee meetings or supervisory training programs. Also
used during "open house". Can be loaned tu schJols,
church groups. civic clubs and other comr1wnity org!lfll!il
tions.
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TRAlliltlG
COURSES

--·-

AUDIO·
VISUALS

lf

I
f

I .

r1s position on employee participation in politics
can be explained at a meeting of employees. Allow questions and answers. Written statement of policy helpful.

TRAll/11:G
COURSES

Written statement of management's positirn. on employee
participation in politics should bt: distributed. Explain and
interpret at a meeting, if possible.

Written statement at management's position on employee
participation in politics should be distributed. Explain and
interpret at a meeting, if possible.

Groups of 16-20 employees meet regularly (usually once a
week for 1-2 hours) with a discussion leader. Purpose: To
motivate and equip employees to participate actively in
politics in the party of their choice. Excellent first project

Groups of 16-20 employees meet regularly {11sua!!y once a
week for 1-2 hours) with a discussion leader. Purpose: To
motivate and equip employees to p·articipate actively in

Groups of 16-20 employees meet regularly (usually once a
week for 1-2 hours) with a discussion leader. Purpose, To

politics in the party of their choice. Excellent first project

politics in the party of their choice. Excellent first project

in political education and action program. Action Course in
Practical Politics available from the National Chamber.
Other courses, seminars, workshop programs availabfe
from other organizations. Jf business has fewer than 16
empioye:::;, they can participate in :i c6urse sp-Jnsarcd by
the local chamber or some other community organization.

in po!itica! education and action program. Action Course
in Practical Pc!itics avai!ab!e frarn the liational Ch~rnber.
Preferable for top management to take the course first.
Initial courses should include potential discussion leaders
fr, Mure t!!•!rses 2:•cl1!ie~: :bff p1;opl:1 cal\ develop
course tailore~ to specific needs.

in political education and action program. Action Course in
Practical Politics available from the National Chamber.
Preferable for top management to take course first. Initial
courses should include potential discussion leaders for
futurr:; crwr:;cs. In multi-plant operation cc J:se av~\labllitv
can be explained at meeting of plant managers or in other
ways. Qualified staff people can develop course tailored
to specific needs.

motivate and equip employees to participate actively in

1

VOTER Ernp!oyer encourages employees to register through perconversations, employee meetings, letters, bulletin
REGISTRATIOJI sonal
board notices, etc.
DRIVE

Management uses same techniqt1es- as in~icated for small
business plus paycheck enclosures, articles in emp!o)·ee
publications and other appropriate means.

Management uses same techniques as indicated for small
business plus paycheck enclosures, articles in employee
publications and other appropriate means.

GET-OUT· Employer encourages employees to vote through persona!
employee meetings, letters, bulletin board
THE-VOTE conversations,
notices, etc.

Management uses same techniques as indicated for small
business plus paycheck enclosures, articles in employee
publications and other appropriate means.

Management uses .s2me techniques as ·indicated for small
business plus payc~eck enclosures, articles in emptoyee ·
publications and other appropriate means.

POLITICAL Employer encourages employees to contribute to the party
FUND·RAISIIIG of their choice through persona! con11ersations, employee
meetings, letters, bulletin board notices, etc.
DRIVE

Management uses same techniques as indic2ted for small
business plus paycheck enclosures, articles in employee

VOLUNTfER· Employer encourages employees to work for the party
FOR-PARTY· of their choice through personal conversations, employee
WORK

MEET THE
CMIDID~TES

HIPLOYEE
RECOO/IITI0/1
. .....

. .. t --.. '

publications and other appropriate means.

· Management uses same techniques as indicated for small
business plus payc~eck enclosures, articles in employee
publications and other appropriate means.

Management uses same techniques as indicated for small
business plus paycheck enclosures, articles .in employee
puhlications and other apprupriate means.

Management uses. same techniques as indicated for small
business plus payc~eck enclosures, articles in · employ<:e
publications and other appropriate means.

Employer arranges for candidatos to meet with employees

Employer arranges for candidates to meet wile employees

(a!! emplDyees or m?.nagernent personnel only) sa employees

campaign issues.

can weigh ca1ib81 of candidates and hear their stands on
camp~ign issues.

(a!I employees or management personnel only) so employees
can weigh caliber of candidates and hear their stands on
campaign .issues.

Employees who participate in politics are commended by
employer personally or by letter, bulletin board notice, at
emp!oy,::e mcttinr: or in other aD~rc~riate ways.

Management uses sarne techniques as indicated for sman
busin~ss p!us articles in employee publications and other
appropri3te means.

Management uses SJme techniques as indicated for small
business plus artic 1:s in emproyee publications and other
appropriate means.

meetings, letters, bulletin board notices, etc.

Employer arranges for candidates to meet with employees
(all employees or management personnel only) so employees
can weigh caliber of c,mdidates and hear their stand on
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lilfORl,IA TION
ON ISSUES

Facts on !egislathe proposals, particularly as they relate

Facts on legislative proposals, particularly as they relate to

Facts on 'legislative proposals, particularly as they relate

to employee's interest and job secu.ritj and the interests

employee's interest and job security and the interests of
the business, communicated through techniques used to .

to employee's interest and job security and the interests of

the business, communicated through techniques used to
inform employees on other subjects. Transmitted also by

of the -business, cGmmunicated through tech·niques used to
keep employees informed on other subjects~meetings,
letters, bulletin t.:ards, etc. HERE'S THE ISSUE, a compre-

inform empl~yees on other subjects, including employee
publications. Discussion groups to explore issues thoroughly

hensive and reguiJrly published review of major national

may be orga,ized. llrnE'S THE ISSUE, a comprehensive and

government matters. Discussion groups to explore issues

legislative issues, is available from the National Chamber.

regularly puh!ishi:d review of major national legislative
issues, is ani!aMe from the tfational Chamber.

thoroughly may be organized. HERE'S THE ISSUE, a compre-

special publications devoted solely to legislation and other

hensive and regularly published review -of major nationa!
legislative issues, is available from the National Chamber.

11:FORl,IATION
ON
LEGISLATORS

AliD
GOVERIU,IEHT

X
)>

jects. Special publications and other appropriate methods
may be used.

-subjects.

legislators iind other government officials visit your place
of business to gain a greater insight into its problems and

VISITS TO Management personnel exchange views with elected repreLEGISLATORS_ sentatives by visiting local officials and the state and/or
national capitals. Visits can be made individually or as

Management personnel exchange vi~ws with elected repre,
sentatives by visiting local officials and the state and/or
national capitals. Visits can be made individually or as

Management personnel exchange views with elected representatives by visiting local officials and the state and/or
national capitals. Visits can be made individually or as .

part of a group.

part of a group.

part of a group.

Business point of view on pending governmental action
presented by conpany representative before appropriate

Business point of view on pending governmental 2ction
presented by company representatives before appropriate

presented by company representatives before appropriate

governmental agencies.

ga·,ernmcntal agencies.

governmental agencies.

Maintain represtntation in Washington and/or state capitals
through membership in associations and chambers of
commerce.

f.'.aint~·n rr:-,1esen!i!tiG~ 1n •;:r1shington and/or state capit31S
through membership ih asso~iations and cha1i1bcrs of commerce.

Maintain representatiVes in Washington and/or state

GOVER!II.IEHT

m

Facts about legislators and government processes which
will create an interest in legislation and a desire to communicate persona! views on legislation, are communicated
through techniques used to inform empJoyees on other sub-

legislators and other government officials visit your place
of business to gain a greater insight into its problems and
their re!ation~hip to pending legislation and other govern·
meat actions.

TESTIMOUY

"O

subjects.

Facts about legislators and government processes which
wil! create interest in legislation and a desire to communicate personal views on legislation, are communicated
through techniques used to inform employees on other

Legislators and ot~er government officials visit your place
of business to gain a greater insight into its problems and
their relationship to pending legislation and other govern·
ment actions.

VISITS BY
LEGISLATORS

)>
-0

Facts about legis:ators and government processes which
will create interest in-legislation and a desire to communicate personal views on legislation, are communicated
through techniques used to inform employees on other

LIAISOK
OR
"LOGBYIHG"

their relationship to pending legislation and other govern-

ment actions.

·

Business point of view on pending governmental action

capitals to provide specialized knowledge and research to
aid legislators in developing sound legislation; keep com·
pany informed of developments in government that affect
it Participate 1i1 lobby1(·:R activity through membership m

associations and chambers of commerr.e.
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Motor vehicles and parts
Farm and industrial machinery
Pharmaceuticals
Apparel
Aircraft and parts
Metal products
Appliances, electronics
Scientific instruments
Metal manufacturing
Office machinery (includes computers)
Chemicals
Rubber products
Textiles
Mining
Publishing and printing
Soaps and cosmetics
Glass, cement, and concrete
Petroleum refining
Shipbui !ding and rai I road
Paper and wood products
Food and Beverage
Tobacco

Selected Corporations 2
Ford Motor Company
*International Harvester Company
Abbott Laboratories
*Cluett, Peabody and Company, Inc.
*Lockheed Aircraft Corporation
*Amsted Industries, Inc.
Admiral Corporation
Honeywell, Inc.
Armco Steel
International Business Mac~fnes
*Al lied Chemical Corporation
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company
Burlington Industries
*Kennecott Copper Corporation
Mc Graw-Hi I I
*Revlon, Inc.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass
Phi I Ii ps Petro I eum Company
Pul Iman, Inc.
International Paper
General Foods
Reynolds (R.J.) Tobacco

'industry groupings are based on industrial classifications established
by the Bureau of the Budget, Standard Industrial Classificatlon Manual, Executive Office of the President, 19 7,
2 AI I corporations selected are included in the Fortune Directory of
the 500 Largest U.S. Industrial Corporations, Fortune, July 15, 1966.
*Indicates no formalized public affairs program.·

\.>I
I\)

SELECTED PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
I,

American Management Association

2.

Bureau of Business Research
University of Texas

1

Bureau of National. Affairs, Inc,*

4.

Center of Research in Government Policy and Business
University of Rochester*

5,

Committee on Political Education of the AFL-CIO*

6.

Effective Citizens Organization, Inc.

7.

National Association of Manufacturers

8.

National Industrial Conference Board
Division of Public Affairs Research

9,

Public Affairs Committee, Inc,

10,

Public Affairs Inst)tute*

II•

U.S. Chamber of Commerce

12.

U. S, Department of Commerce
Office of Public Affairs

!Professional organizations were selected
from the Encyclopedia of Associations, 4th ed.! Vol. I,
Gale Research Company (Detroit, Michigan, 1964/,
*Indicate~ no reply received,
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